Universal Tag Locator

Getting Started
Schedule a complimentary one hour demonstration to start things off.

Assessment Stage


Commit to a UTL discussion with key staff and
budget decision makers at your site. This includes a
one-hour overview of UTL's power and capabilities
under real conditions

Evaluation Stage

“A single, easy-to-use software package,
putting vital data at your fingertips – no
need to buy pieces from multiple vendors.
UTL does it all. Plus, the AIS customer
support team is terrific to work with!
Whenever we have a question, they are
right there for us. Great personal touch.”
Riel Adalin, Client

AIS will dedicate a single point of contact for your site
along with an operational knowledge keeper, and a
software engineer all at AIS’s expense.
We will help you put together a small evaluation
team at your site including:


Operations manager



Process safety manager



IT representative

This process takes approximately a week. AIS evaluates your site’s feeds including DCS and process
historians, tank information, lab systems, handheld devices, and other critical data sources. You will
learn how UTL improves operational-critical handoffs and real time operational monitoring. We have
yet to find a site that has not benefited from from our free evaluation.

Implementation Stage
If UTL makes sense at your site and you are ready to move forward, implemenation is simple. AIS will
work with your IT department to tie in to your critical data. We will train your key point-of-contact to
identify and create the modules that work best for your business needs as well as train your trainer.
Since UTL is easy to use, most operator training can be done in about 15 minutes during a lunch
meeting.
UTL can be fully operational within a month, providing you with instant access to accurate, timely, and
reliable information. Time and again, AIS has proven to lower our clients’ expenses and increase
revenue. You will also benefit from all future upgrades, ensuring your site will remain on the cutting
edge of advanced operations monitoring technology well into the future.
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